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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Request from friend, Wendy Wintermute, a former academic & sometimes evaluator now in Early Childhood field with idea of learning practical steps for building and evaluating organizational networks. Definition of ‘self directed study group’: Neither Nancy nor Wendy, the two organizers, had much expertise in organizational networks. Evaluation of study group performed by Marsha Lichtenstein, president of NM Evaluators, and Nancy Carrillo. Marsha was not a member of the class.We (organizers) decided on 8-month course followed by presentation to NM EvaluatorsWe had a rough idea to spend 3 months each on theory and Social Network Analysis software, with 1 month to wrap-up and 1 month to prepare presentationNo cost; free resources only



March –May: Starting, Managing, & 
Maintaining a Network 

 
June: Guest speaker from network ‘Strive’ 
 
July - September: Measuring collaboration, 

Outcome mapping, Shared measurement, 
Social network analysis software 

 
October - November: Put together 

presentation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what the agenda ended up beingCould think of it as 4 phases:1st: Having a lot to do with theory, especially freely available text called Net Gains2nd: Guest speaker. Strive = education initiative, strong in several other cities, just getting started in Albuquerque.3rd: Focusing on measurement and evaluation4th: Presentation (November = not yet taken place -  16th)



2. What factors 
seemed to impact 
learning? 
 

   1. Was the course 
successful? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  3. Were there 
unanticipated 
outcomes? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goal of evaluation – 1) Would we do it again? 2) To share what we learned with other AEA Local Affiliates and possibly similar groups regarding this model of ‘self directed study group.’Data collection:AttendanceAnonymous self-report homework completion (1=litte/none, 2=about half, 3=most/all)3.  Self-reflection, 3 times at beginning, middle, and end – consisting of 3-4 open-ended questions each. (This is also a model of one of core competencies of evaluation.) Survey in very late October of everyone who attended any session – hoping esp. to hear from those who had dropped out. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our fist evaluation question is: ‘Was the course successful?’ We define success in 2 ways: 1) Participation and engagement, 2) Did people seem to get what they came for? Starting with participation: 25 people signed up, 18 people came to first meeting:6 people attended 1st session or 2 ONLY, another 4 had dropped out permanently by June, leaving 8 people considered ‘core members’, who attended most meetings all the way through. That is a 44% completion rate. Of the 18 who came to 1st meeting: 44% were program managers (mostly Early Childhood), 28% were evaluators, 11% considered themselves to be both, and 17% neither (mostly in early childhood world as well).



  Lack of time/ 
conflicts with 
work schedule 
 

 Missed too many  
 sessions to be  
 able to catch up 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On our October survey, we heard back from only 4 people who dropped out of the course, 3 who attended the first session only and 1 who attended for about the first half of sessions. We asked why they stopped coming: heard only two reasons. No one described any dissatisfaction with the group; most went out of their way to say they were impressed with the meetings they did attend.I am sure this is not the only story but it is the only story we heard from those 4 people.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We had homework for 6 months. There tended to be about 1 to 1.5 hours worth of reading, a mix of required reading and ‘choice’ reading. We originally asked people to submit discussion questions; because so few complied, we ended up dropping that requirement.. We originally asked to rotate facilitation ; no-one would sign up for that either. Wendy and I facilitated all the way through although several students put together 20-30 minute presentations.Self –report and anonymous. While percentage completing half is relatively consistent at about 70% each month, the percentage completing most or all the homework varies widely.



 Connect with others 
interested in 
organizational 
networks 
 

 Learn theory of 
networks 
 

 Learn how to 
evaluate a network 
 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another way of defining success is whether people ‘got what they came for.’Participants expressed 3 ideas at the beginning of the course regarding what wanted (reflection exercise):Connect with others interested in network theory and analysis. (I had not necessarily expected this result, but it seems to be important component of study groups.)Theory. Some participants mentioned particular reasons, all relating to application, such as: a) to start or strengthen networks in which people were involved or strengthen collaboration with partners, b) to strengthen proposals for funding, c) develop a common vocabulary with coworkers.3. Evaluation, with some specifics: a) what data to collect, b) how to collect it, c) how to interpret itOverall, though, most participants started at a relatively low level of expertise regarding organizational networks.
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participants 

Course content Course format Applicability to 
work/life 

Homework 
assignments 

Very satisfied Somewhat satisfied Not Satisfied 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We asked about ‘connection with others’ as well as other measures of satisfaction in the October survey.Some things to point out:Interaction (something people had expressed as a particular desire for the course): About 2/3 very satisfied, about 1/3 somewhat satisfied. To me this was OK but implies room for improvement.It is gratifying to see everyone thought the course was highly applicable to their work.People were least happy with the homework. In comments in the reflection exercise and on the survey, some people talked about not having kept up. A couple of people mentioned that it was difficult to access the readings on the google website; they would have preferred email attachments. No one discussed dissatisfaction with the content of homework. 



 Theory 
 More sophisticated than expected 
 Offers recommendations for how to start & 

maintain an organizational network   
 Evaluation 
 Not just SNA – need to consider evaluation 

questions 
 Various techniques/tools may apply 

 Immediate applicability for some 
 Shared terminology with colleagues 
 Behavior as member of organizational network 
 Grant and evaluation proposals 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What specifically did people learn in the 2 domains for which they wanted to learn?(SNA = social network analysis)I know of two completed grant or evaluation proposals that applied content from the course already.



“I have a better understanding of the field of 
social and organizational networks and the 
various ways of applying the concepts. I also 
learned that it will take a lot more than a 
study group and self-study to feel confident 
about using SNA in my evaluation practice. I 
hope to continue learning about social/ 
organizational networks and their evaluation, 
perhaps through a University of Kansas 
summer institute.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wanted this quote to point out 2 things that express common themes: 1) this person did not learn everything he or she wanted to learn, but 2) he or she intends to keep learning. I think that is a good thing.



1. History of partnerships & need for new 
model 

2. Theory: types, roles, effects, structures 
3. Local examples of networks (good, 

emerging) 
4. Challenges of organizational networks 
5. Theory of change model for networks 
6. Evaluation best practices 
7. When to use specific evaluation techniques 
8. Challenges in measurement & evaluation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the planned content for the November 16th presentation to NM Evaluators. I believe that (as we would hoped), it shows the group learned quite a bit about organizational network theory and how they can be evaluated. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our 2nd evaluation question is ‘what factors impact learning?’These results are from the October survey. From participants’ perspectives, the most important pedagogical tools were discussion, then reading, then applying the material in their own work (which I had not even anticipated at this early stage.)But, we did not convince people that the reflection exercise was useful, nor putting together a presentation, both of which I would have expected to be perceived as important activities for learning.



 
 “It helped each group learn more about the 

perspectives and activities of the other group. 
It also meant that each group had to learn 
more about organizational network issues 
relevant to the other group, which probably 
helped each group gain a more well-
rounded/comprehensive understanding of 
organization networking and its evaluation.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some people in the group were particularly interested in the (somewhat unusual) mix of program managers and evaluators for this extended professional development course. We asked what people thought about it on the October survey. Respondents made universally positive statements about the mix among, though some people did not seem to be aware there was a mix of professions.



Positive Negative 

 Usefulness to non-
attendees 

 Immediate 
applicability for 
many 

 Continuation of 
course for some 
 

 High drop-out rate 
and low levels of 
homework 

 Organizers expected 
to teach 

 Organizers assumed 
most planning and 
logistical work 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(These are things I personally did not anticipate, though perhaps more experienced people might.)On the positive side:Usefulness to non-attendees – one person dropped out after 1st meeting, but answered survey and sent an email that he did all the reading and used some in a course he was teaching. He even sent a paper one of the students had written based on one of the readings. Immediate applicability for some. (As mentioned – grant/evaluation proposals etc.)Continuation. Some early childhood attendees intend to keep meeting. A couple of the evaluators may also continue to work together on Social Network Analysis (Pajek). At least one person may take a professional course. On the negative side:(unanticipated outcomes) High drop-out rate. Though in the end some attendees said they liked the remaining ‘small size,’ it was disheartening to the group as numbers dwindled precipitously in the first few months. Low levels of HW completion, even though the workload was not very burdensome. This might have been due in part to organizers not usually assigning homework until 1 - 4 weeks before it was due; nor had they usually read the homework when they assigned it – so we could neither describe the reading nor particularly recommend it.Organizers as teachers. As organizers, Wendy and I were perceived as ‘leaders’ with some participants wanting us to ‘teach’ them the material, despite several tries at explaining we were not experts at all. Perhaps as a result, we organizers assumed all if not most of planning and logistical work  – not doing enough to spread responsibility. We organizers ended up wearing ourselves a little thin. 



1. Incorporate project-based learning 
 

2. Emphasize importance of homework 
 

3. More review/less review,  
 fewer topics for deeper 
 discussion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall, many people expressed appreciation in their reflection exercises and surveys. However, there were some suggestions:1st point – good idea, but hard to imagine implementing when no one is an expert to start2nd point - Several people expressed regret at getting behind in the homework. 3rd – These all have to do with how to run the sessions. Somewhat contradictory.



Yes, but as organizers you should know: 
 

 You may be seen as more expert than you are 
 You may be disproportionately responsible 

for planning, logistics and content 
 You may have difficulty controlling depth vs. 

breadth of material and gauging appropriate 
length of class 

 You may need to revise your syllabus 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because of quite positive feedback and & immediate applicability I conclude we could do a similar study group in the future, despite feeling tired at the moment! BUT, there are some challenges associated with running a study group without having content expertise. I can think of the four listed on this slide.The last two – inherent and probably not too much you can do about. Both were true for us, but neither posed a problem. Though we did not go into as much depth as some wanted, they have the opportunity to learn more or continue a study group on their own (again, there may be two spin-off groups).The first two we found more problematic, but there may be things one could do to negate them…



 
1. Determine with group 

how much time to spend 
in review 

2. Delegate small jobs, 
possibly in pairs or trios 

3. Consider opening course 
to evaluators and 
program managers 

4. Consider ways to prevent 
high drop-out rate. 

5. Presentation may not be 
necessary for learning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People considered both homework and discussion as very important to their learning – so it is worth talking about as a class and getting to a common understanding. Even if not everyone agrees on, for instance, how much they should review the homework in class, at least they can ‘weigh in’ and know what to expect in class. It is, perhaps, too much to ask volunteers to facilitate a whole session or complete all the reading every time. It did work for us to ask some people to put together small presentations. It also may have been possible to ask people to take on some of the logistic responsibilities – e.g. posting materials on the website, sending meeting reminders, etc. – which would have eased some of the burden on organizers.Consider combining evaluators with program managers. In our case the PMs provided a lot of context and ‘checks’ on theory. The success of a mix of professions may depend on the topic. For us, everyone was complimentary. On the other hand, having a mix means that you may have less time to cover topics of specific interest to one group or another. In our case, some evaluators would have chosen to spend more time on the technical aspects of social network analysis. Consider whether you want to prevent a high drop-out rate. You might charge a fee, set a max on attendance, or require some kind of application to try to ‘weed out’ those who would be likely to drop out. On the other hand, the high drop-out rate, disheartening at first, did not seem to have a left a lasting impression. Again, the ‘core’ group liked the small size in the end. It may or may not be worth the extra work. Most people did not think preparing for the presentation was helpful to their learning. In my opinion, good pedagogy requires application – the intended purpose of the presentation. However,  in this case, perhaps a presentation would not have been necessary because attendees found other ways to apply their learning right away in their work. Unfortunately, you probably are unlikely to know that at the beginning whether that is likely to happen. Despite the finding, I would probably choose to incorporate a presentation in future study groups as well.
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